
Delphin Evarea Fishing Bag Large

Delphin

Product number: DLP-EAG

Dolphin EVAREA Large bag with size 50x30x30cm 
is a universal waterproof fishing bag with 
rectangular shape.

Weight: 1.185 kg
38,95 € * 38,95 €

The Delphin Evarea bag stores various fishing accessories that can be used for several different types of 
fishing. The bag used to store these accessories is made of hard EVA material and holds its shape perfectly 
to keep the contents safe. The bag is finished in a matt green and has a black zip to ensure that the fishing 
accessories are always safe and secure. It can also be folded for trasport.

The bottom part as well as the sides of the bag are made of impermeable plastic to ensure that the 
accessories in the bag stay dry and protected, even if they get wet or liquids are spilled. The bag is 
waterproof and offers extra protection to keep the contents safe from rain, moisture or even accidental 
immersion in water.

The bag is washable inside and out, which means it is easy to clean and maintain. Cleaning is important to 
ensure that the bag and its contents remain in perfect condition and can be used for a long time.

The bag also comes with a black shoulder strap and black handles to make carrying the bag easy and 
comfortable. This bag has a capacity of 43.5 litres and measures 53 x 33 x 30 centimetres, which means it 
has enough space for a variety of fishing accessories.

The Evarea bag is also ideal for use on boats as it is splash-proof and ensures that fishing accessories remain 
safe and dry even in difficult conditions. The fishing bag can also be used for preparing feed mixes as it is 
waterproof and prevents liquids from leaking.

* incl. tax, plus shipping

https://www.koeder-laden.de/en/Shipping-and-Charges/?force_sid=4667e0f19b7d62ee64d8f43cf05f3ed8

